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Love tv show 韓國 電視劇

From West Bev to college and beyond, the 90210 actors and their characters rose to some serious high jinks. How much do you know about the classic teen soap now getting a reboot? By Alia Hoyt Schoolhouse Rock was never just a cartoon. It taught kids from the '70s and '80s about everything from American history
and multiplication to grammar and science, without them really knowing it. By Danny Bonvissuto Unfortunately people go through prices without realizing hard customer service is rising the price precipitously as your time is infringed against. 1) I signed up for an internet and TV bundle. Was promised my second TV would
be free via their app that I could download on my Roku device. Turns out that's NOT true. Was then told second TV required another box of them at $120! 2) Was charged 10 dollars more for my bundle than agreed upon. Went around and around with customer service and didn't get anywhere. Been told that's the way it
is. I decided to cancel after spending hours stops just getting teams in the wrong department and no help.3) I cancelled and spoke to Hulu. Best move I could have made because they have customer service, so I don't spend hundreds of dollars of my time wasting it on customer service. So the real price isn't really what
says on the bill. It's a function of how much time and worsening that occurs with your service.4) But wait did I say I cancelled? With AT&amp;amp; T is it NEVER over. My bill is never zero out and the installation fee refunded. A week after I was canceled with the retention department I'm told I hadn't really canceled.
Maybe that was a figure of my imagination? So I cancelled a second time and this time I got an email cancellation and refund of my TV installation fee. I was told by one answer previously the fee was for the internet and NOT the TV. Do I have a lot of the teams just making up answers to get you off the phone?5) But
wait did I say I cancelled? Well, never say never. More than three weeks after I returned my box and two weeks after receiving it, they send me an email stating they hadn't received the box and would charge my credit card $120.00. I call them up and talk to three departments, including the Presidents office. Despite



providing the confirmation number they need to investigate such a month after the cancellation, the case is still not closed. 6) So when you read the reviews of the services and prices offered take it with a grain of salt. Unless you impoverish the prices, it doesn't matter. Do your time, energy and common sense. If you
keep logging in despite being alerted, be careful about documenting all transactions, conversations and SAVE the receipts! You need them. In the past I'm not a fan of smart TVs for cutting the cord. In general, I find the operating system on the smart TV supports either not all the apps I want, the WiFi isn't or other issues
that make me miss my Roku. That was until TCL builds a TV around the Roku OS. Everything in one screen The most requested feature readers ask for in cord-cutting technology is the ability to have everything in one interface. The TCL Roku TV delivers on it by treating everything as a program. Just look at the picture
below. Each port on the Roku TV appears as an app on your Roku menu. If you connect an antenna, you're your Roku TV, you can use Live TV app and channel surf with your Roku remote. There's even a way to break live TV and turn back. I plugged my Xbox One into one of my TCL HDMI ports, and now Xbox One
shows as it's proprietary option. This setup will work with any device you plug into an HDMI port on your Roku TV. I find it much more intuitive than cycling input screens that are typically found on most Smart TVs. This configuration makes it easy to jump from Netflix to live TV on the antenna, then over to my Xbox to play
Minecraft with my kids. Furthermore, Volume Control and Power are all controlled from your Roku remote. TCL Roku TV Specs There are quite a few TCL Roku TVs on the market. However, I'll make it easy for you. The range 5 and series 6 are the models made in 2020, so these are the ones I would recommend
considering if you're in the market for a new TV. While I'll be all about each one, the significant differences are the addition of Mini-QLED display technology in the Series 6 TCL Roku TV. Roku TV TCL Series 5 This model is available in a 50, 55, 65, and 75-inch screen. The 50-inch model is a bargain at $399 for 4K
Resolution, HDR10, and Dolby Vision in a Roku TV. Here's a list of specs on the TCL series 5 Roku OS, which is essentially a built-in Roku devicePairs 4K Ultra HD with both HDR (HDR10) or Dolby VisionQLED: Quantum dot technology delivers better brightness, and color volume over Direct-Lit LEDWi-Fi:802.11ac 2×2
Dual Band (support 2.4 GHz &amp; 5GHz)120Hz refresh rateInput: 4 HDMI input (1 eARC) 1 USB (media player), RF, Composite, Headphone Jack, Optical Sound Out, Ethernet, coaxial antenna/cable connection prices: Below are the approached prices of the different screen sizes of the TCL range 5: 50-inch: $39955-
inch: $4976 Inch: $63075 inches: $1200 See these TVs on Amazon Roku TV TCL Series 6 The noticeable difference between the TCL Series 6 and Series 5 is the Series 6 levers Mini-QLED display technology. This feature allows more LEDs behind the screen for better color and brightness across a standard QLED
television like the Series 5. This model is available in a 55, 65, and 75-inch screen. Besides the Mini-LED display, most other specs are similar to the range 5: Roku OS, which is essentially a built-in Roku devicePairs 4K Ultra HD with both HDR (HDR10) or Dolby VisionMini-QLED: better brightness and color volume over
QLEDWi-Fi: 802.11ac Dual Band (support 2.4GHz &amp; 5GHz)120Hz 5GHz)120Hz RateInputs: 4 HDMI input (1 eARC) 1 USB (media player), RF, Composite, Headphone Jack, Optical Sound Out, Ethernet, coaxial antenna/cable connection Prices: Below are the approached prices of the different screen sizes of the
TCL series 5: 55-inch: $65065-inch: $90075-inch: $1400 See these TVs on Amazon How I Used My TCL Roku TV The TCL Remote TV I have a Tablo DVR connected to my antenna, which allows live TV to broadcast on my network. I use the Tablo App on my Roku TV to watch TV. I then got my Xbox One for the
game and Blue Rays. Essentially, the only devices I have in my TV room are Roku TV and the Xbox. Since the Tablo just needs to connect to my network, it's out of sight closer to where my antenna enters the house. This made cord-cutting even more effortless. If this article didn't answer your specific question, head
over to our Home page! This will lead you to affordable Internet providers, streaming services to meet your needs, antennas information, and many more tools and resources to help you save money on TV and Internet access. For tips and tricks on cutting the cord and other tech topics, be sure to join our Facebook page.
Disclosure: Based Reason is supported by a small commission for purchases made by some product links on this site. We do not accept compensation from companies trying to sway our review of products. Emily Suvanej Listen, we all need a distraction from the world from time to time, and sometimes the best way to
achieve that curl up on the couch and turn the TV to your favorite reality show. It's okay — no judgment here! It doesn't matter who you keep up with — the Kardashians, the Vanderpumpe, the Real Housewives of, well... everywhere — if reality TV is your favorite guilty pleasure, you'll get a kick out of these home décor
ideas. With Dorinda Medley's most iconic quotes, words of encouragement from Kris Jenner, and yes, even the infamous letter from Jersey Shore, they're sure to make you laugh — if you can even believe these are real things you can buy in the first place. (They are, I promise.) Ad – Continue reading under 1 Lisa
Vanderpump Cheers Coaster Society 6 society6.com $12.00 Now you can (sort of) grab a drink with Lisa Vanderpump. 2 RHONY I made it nice! Candle because you know you're thinking about this Dorinda Medley quote every time you clean up before guests come over. 3 Vanderpump Rules Quote Cross Stassi
Schroeder would approve. 4 Kris Jenner Magnet Pop this little magnet on your fridge for an ego boost straight from Kris Jenner herself. 5 Jersey Shore Letter to Sammi Framed Print Society6 society6.com $35.99 Jersey Shore fans will never forget this iconic moment, so you it also turns into wall art. 6 Vanderpump
Rules Wine Glass Now you can match your wine to your favorite episode. 2007 Honda CRF 2000 2007 Honda TR500 Throwing Pillow Society6 society6.com $29.99 I can't explain it, but Kim Kardashian's infamous crying face looks surprisingly good on a throwback pillow. 8 Nene Lick Wine Honey Serving Tray
Association6 society6.com $37.00 Can You Think of a Funnier Way to Serve Your Guests Wine and Cheese? 9 RHONY Not Well B*tch Embroidery Art Leave It To Dorinda To Answer This Question Honestly — and For It To Look Good On An Embroidery Hoop. 10 What are you doing here without Dorinda? Doormat It's
definitely the best way for a RHONY fan to welcome guests into their home. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported on this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.io Ad – Continue reading below last
updated on December 11, 2020 When you hear the word negotiation, your first thought could be high-stakes corporate deals or the occasional salary discussion with your boss. The truth, however, is that every day offers opportunities to learn how to negotiate, whether you're trying to secure a refund on a hotel
reservation or have it out with your spouse about whose turn it is to do the dishes. In light of the Covid-19 pandemic, stress is running particularly high, and you may be facing yourself with more aggressive peers who make finding common ground seem almost impossible. To help you get started, here are some expert-
backed tips on how to negotiate, especially with people who refuse to play nice. Before the negotiation begins before you ever start talks with the other party, take some time to consider the next. Explore possible solutions One of the most important parts of the negotiation process happens before it even begins: think
through possible solutions so you arrive at the discussion prepared. To take it one step further, expect how the conversation can go and how you want to respond. For example: If my boss says it's too soon to consider a promotion, I'll highlight my contributions to our team and the value I've created. By doing your
homework ahead of time, you will not only feel more confident, but you will also signal to your peer that you are invested in the outcome. Before tough negotiations, Susan Hackley, managing director of Harvard Law School's program on negotiation, recommends you walk through the following questions: What are your
hot-button issues? What is essential to you? What is unacceptable? What you're likely to hear from your opponent? How would you react? It's like golf: Jack Nicklaus recommends that golfers take lessons on the most basic skills like grip and alignment. As Hackley writes: [I]f your setup is sound, there's a decent chance
you're a reasonable shot will hit. Make sure you are prepared before taking foot on the Course. Be a Giver It's natural to go to a negotiation that focuses on what you stand to win. Negotiating tends to feel opponent, and we're worried about winning or losing. Take as much as you can, right? However, research has shown
that being generous while negotiating can be a sign of intelligence. Moreover, these smarter people, who call New York Times contributor Adam Grant givers, tend to make their peers better negotiators as well. Grant writes, The most successful negotiators cared as much about the other party's success as their own.
From a place of generosity — focusing on how you can meet your peer's needs and not just satisfy your own — can prove beneficial to both sides of the negotiation, and not to talk, help shape stronger, more harmonious long-term relationships. During negotiations Once you're in the middle of the process, focus on
following to help it move in a positive direction. Ask questions to uncover hidden motivations on their way to a negotiation, most people focus on their goal and what they're going to say. However, according to experts, listening is even more critical to discovering the best solution for both parties. Former F.B.I. negotiator
Chris Voss explains: We like to say that the key to flexibility isn't so sure of what you want you won't take something better. If you're focused on the number, you don't see the other possibilities. Let's say you adopt additional childcare duties and want to ask your supervisor for more flexible hours. At the beginning, your
supervisor refuses. You can assume she is unfair, but only by asking and listening to questions can you discover her reasoning and try to find an alternative solution that is mutually satisfying. Perhaps she trusts you the most to deal with a certain responsibility; or maybe she's running into problems with giving employees
increased flexibility in the past. It might be worth digging a little deeper before throwing your hands up and walking away from the negotiating table, figuratively or IRL. Engage your counterpart in finding a solution in his book, Getting Past No: Negotiating with Difficult People, William Ury, co-founder of Harvard Law
School's program on negotiation, offers a brilliant method for handling hard bargains. He suggests changing the game face-to-face confrontation in his-by-side problem-solving, restructuring the alignment of a typical negotiation. Imagine there are two teams working toward the same goal: a deal. If you're handling a
hostile negotiator, they're likely to reject any initial suggestion. However, if you offer them options and provide the opportunity to find a solution together, you might be surprised at how they leave their guard and participate in the problem-solving process. Say, for example, you want to your boss that your company needs
to change its software, and your sights are set to a particular option. If your boss is likely to stonewall change, especially when suggested by someone else, try presenting some options and work through the reasoning for each. Focus on the big picture and highlight how your proposal will advance the organization's
goals. Instead of presenting a single idea, which can be knocked down with a simple no, your counterpart allows you to come to a solution on his/her own — with a gentle nudge towards the one you've chosen before. Hold aggression at Bay There's a big misconception in the business world, and that's it: you have to be
a hard bargain to get ahead. If your peer is aggressive, then you're better even more aggressive. But guess what? Research has shown that aggression, in fact, doesn't help either party in a negotiation at all. A recent study found that anger – both interpersonal anger (when the other party is angry with you) and
intrapersonal anger (being angry with the other party) – led to less lucrative outcomes in the negotiating process. In other words: neither party also negotiates when one person is angry. Instead, try to keep your calm, or as William Ury describes it: Go to the balcony. That means [taking] yourself mentally to a place where
you can objectively look down on the dispute and plan your response. By removing your emotions from the situation, you can proceed more productively and hopefully spread a high-stress situation. Last-Ditch Efforts If nothing seems to work and it seems like everything is lost, use these techniques to get things back on
track. Looping in others sometimes, despite our best efforts, our negotiating eweed knee refuses to play nice. Maybe they're a deliberate hard bargain or just plain stubborn. That's when it's time to walk others in the process. You may be wondering: how will it help? For starters, often, a difficult person tends to be on
better behavior when held accountable by more than one person. What's more, whether you're cc: relevant people (but take care not to about cc: anyone) or invite third parties into the meeting, you create a record of your faithful efforts to come to an agreement. Preserve the Relationship Who you're negotiating with,
chances are they can have an impact on your life - whether it's the trajectory of your career, the success of a business deal, or just the hotel room you'll stay in for the weekend. It pays to conclude a negotiation, even an unsuccessful one, by reminding your counterpart of your respects for them. A true sentiment of
appreciation, or even a little lightheartedness, can go a long way. As former F.B.I. negotiator Chris Voss advises:Never be meant for someone who can by doing nothing. If you're good, they'll be delighted to do for whatever they can. A playful, enjoyable attitude gives you latitude. You might not get the raise or the hotel
room, but maybe something else can be done even if it means just a more favorable outcome next time. Hopefully, these strategies can help you make your next negotiation more successful and less stressful for both parties. More tips on how to negotiateFeatured photo credit: LinkedIn Sales Navigator via unsplash.com
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